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Single electrons from heavy-flavor decays in p + p collisions at root s=200
GeV
Abstract
The invariant differential cross section for inclusive electron production in p+p collisions at root s=200 GeV
has been measured by the PHENIX experiment at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider over the
transverse momentum range 0.4 <= p(T) <= 5.0 GeV/c in the central rapidity region (vertical bar eta vertical
bar <= 0.35). The contribution to the inclusive electron spectrum from semileptonic decays of hadrons
carrying heavy flavor, i.e., charm quarks or, at high p(T), bottom quarks, is determined via three independent
methods. The resulting electron spectrum from heavy-flavor decays is compared to recent leading and next-to-
leading order perturbative QCD calculations. The total cross section of charm quark-antiquark pair
production is determined to be sigma(c (c) over bar) = 0.92 +/- 0.15(stat) +/- 0.54(syst) mb.
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The invariant differential cross section for inclusive electron production in p p collisions at sp 
200 GeV has been measured by the PHENIX experiment at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider over
the transverse momentum range 0:4  pT  5:0 GeV=c in the central rapidity region (jj  0:35). The
contribution to the inclusive electron spectrum from semileptonic decays of hadrons carrying heavy flavor,
i.e., charm quarks or, at high pT , bottom quarks, is determined via three independent methods. The
resulting electron spectrum from heavy-flavor decays is compared to recent leading and next-to-leading
order perturbative QCD calculations. The total cross section of charm quark-antiquark pair production is
determined to be c c  0:92 0:15stat  0:54syst mb.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.032001 PACS numbers: 13.85.Qk, 13.20.Fc, 13.20.He, 25.75.Dw
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The production of hadrons carrying heavy quarks, i.e.,
charm or bottom, serves as a crucial proving ground for
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the strong
interaction. Because of the large quark masses, charm and
bottom production can be treated by perturbative QCD
(pQCD) even at small momenta without being significantly
affected by additional soft processes [1]. This is in distinct
contrast to the production of particles composed solely of
light quarks, which can be evaluated perturbatively only
for sufficiently large momenta. Consequently, pQCD cal-
culations of heavy quark production are expected to be
reliable over the full momentum range experimentally
accessible at collider energies.
For bottom production, next-to-leading order (NLO)
calculations are in reasonable agreement with data [2].
Charm measurements at

s
p  1:96 TeV exist for high
transverse momentum (pT) only [3], where the cross sec-
tion is higher than NLO predictions by  50%. However,
these discrepancies are within the substantial experimental
and theoretical uncertainties [3]. At the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC), charm yields have been measured for
p p and d Au collisions at sNNp  200 GeV [4,5] as
well as for Au Au collisions at 130 and 200 GeV [6,7].
Further measurements are crucial for a better understand-
ing of heavy-flavor production at RHIC. In particular, the
relevance of higher order processes and other production
mechanisms like jet fragmentation is unclear.
We report on the central rapidity production (jj 
0:35) of inclusive electrons, e  e=2, in p p colli-
sions at

s
p  200 GeV measured by the PHENIX experi-
ment [8] at RHIC. Contributions from semileptonic heavy-
flavor decays are extracted in the electron pT range 0:4 
pT  5:0 GeV=c. The resulting invariant differential cross
section is an important benchmark for pQCD calculations
of heavy quark production. Furthermore, it provides a
crucial baseline for measurements in nuclear collisions at
RHIC. Since hadronic heavy-flavor production is expected
to be dominated by initial parton scattering, systematic
studies in p p and d Au collisions should be sensitive
to the nucleon parton distribution functions as well as to
their nuclear modifications such as shadowing [9]. In Au
Au collisions, heavy quarks constitute a unique and, with
the data presented here, calibrated probe for the hot and
dense medium created in the collisions. Possible medium
modification of heavy-flavor probes include energy loss
[10,11], azimuthal asymmetry [12], and quarkonia sup-
pression [13] or enhancement [14,15].
The data used here were recorded by PHENIX during
RHIC Run 2. Beam-beam counters (BBCs), positioned at
pseudorapidities 3:1< jj< 3:9, measured the collision
vertex and provided the minimum bias (MB) interaction
trigger defined by at least one hit on each side of the vertex.
Events containing high pT electrons were selected by an
additional level 1 trigger in coincidence with the MB
trigger. This level 1 trigger required a minimum energy
deposit of 0.75 GeV in a 2	 2 tile of towers in the
electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) [16]. After a vertex
cut of jzvtxj< 20 cm, an equivalent of 465	 106 MB
events sampled by the EMC trigger was analyzed in addi-
tion to the 15	 106 events recorded with the MB trigger
itself.
The PHENIX east arm spectrometer (jj< 0:35,  
=2) includes a drift chamber and a pad chamber layer for
charged particle tracking. Tracks were confirmed by hits in
the EMC matching in position with the track projection
within 3. Electron candidates required at least two asso-
ciated hits in the ring imaging Cˇ erenkov detector (RICH)
in the projected ring area. Random coincidences of hadron
tracks and hits in the RICH occurred with a probability of
3:0 1:5 	 104. For electrons the energy E deposited
in the EMC must be consistent with the momentum p.
Requiring jE p=pj< 3, a total charged hadron re-
jection factor of about 104 (105) was achieved for pT 
0:4  2:0 GeV=c. Remaining background (<1%) was
measured via event mixing and subtracted statistically.
The differential cross section for electron production
was calculated as
E
d3
dp3
 1
bias
R
Ldt
Ne
2pTypT
1
Arec
; (1)
where
R
Ldt is the integrated luminosity measured with
the MB trigger or sampled with the EMC trigger, respec-
tively; bias is the probability for an electron event to fulfill
the MB trigger condition; Ne is the measured electron
yield; and Arec is the product of geometrical accep-
tance and reconstruction efficiency. For the EMC triggered
sample, rec includes the trigger efficiency lvl1.R
Ldt is calculated as NMB=BBC, where NMB is the
number of MB triggers or, for the EMC triggered sample,
the number of EMC triggers divided by the measured
fraction of MB events which simultaneously fulfill the
EMC trigger criterion. With the MB trigger cross section
BBC  21:8 2:1 mb [16], the analyzed data samples
correspond to integrated luminosities of 0:7 nb1 (MB
trigger) and 21 nb1 (EMC trigger), respectively. The pT
independent trigger bias bias  0:75 0:02 was measured
for events containing a 0 with pT > 1:5 GeV=c [16] and
confirmed for charged hadrons with pT > 0:2 GeV=c [17],
indicating a universal bias both for hard and soft processes.
Arec was calculated as a function of pT ( < 10% variation
over the full pT range) in a GEANT [18] simulation of
electrons with flat distributions in rapidity (jyj< 0:6),
azimuth (0<< 2), and event vertex (jzj< 30 cm) as
input. The simulated detector response was carefully tuned
to match the real detector. Rigorous fiducial cuts were
applied to eliminate active area mismatches between data
and simulation as well as run-by-run variations. The trigger
efficiency lvl1, evaluated for single electrons in the fiducial
area, rises from zero at low pT to 95 5% for pT >
2 GeV=c. Finally, we appropriately corrected for the effect
of finite bin width in pT .
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The corrected electron spectra from the MB and EMC
triggered samples cover pT ranges of 0:4< pT <
2:0 GeV=c and 0:6< pT < 5:0 GeV=c, respectively.
They are consistent with each other within the statistical
uncertainties in the pT region of overlap. The weighted
average of both measurements is shown in Fig. 1(a).
The systematic uncertainty of the inclusive electron
spectrum is about 12%, almost pT independent, calculated
as the sum in quadrature of contributions from the accep-
tance calculation (7%), electron identification cuts (5.2%),
run-by-run variations (4%), tracking efficiency (3%), mo-
mentum scale (1–5%), and other smaller uncertainties
(more details on the uncertainty estimations can be found
in Ref. [19]). The value of 12% does not include the 9.6%
uncertainty of the absolute normalization.
The invariant cross section of electrons from heavy-
flavor decays was determined by subtracting a cocktail of
contributions from other sources from the inclusive data.
The most important background is the 0 Dalitz decay
which was calculated with a hadron decay generator using
a parameterization of measured 0 [16] and  [20]
spectra as input. The spectral shapes of other light hadrons
h were obtained from the pion spectra by mT scaling.
Within this approach the ratios h=0 are constant at high
pT and for the relative normalization we used: =0 
0:45 0:10 [21], =0  1:0 0:3, !=0  1:0 0:3,
0=0  0:25 0:08, and =0  0:40 0:12. Only the
 contribution is of any practical relevance. Another major
electron source is the conversion of photons, mainly from
0 !  decays, in material within the acceptance. The
spectra of electrons from conversions and Dalitz decays are
very similar. In a GEANT simulation of 0 decays, the ratio
of electrons from conversions to electrons from Dalitz
decays was determined to be 0:73 0:07, essentially pT
independent. Contributions from photon conversions from
other sources were taken into account as well. In addition,
electrons from kaon decays (Ke3), determined in a GEANT
simulation based on measured kaon spectra [20], and elec-
trons from external as well as internal conversions of direct
photons [22,23] were considered in the cocktail. All back-
ground sources are compared with the inclusive data in
Fig. 1(a) with the relative contributions shown in Fig. 1(b).
The total systematic uncertainty of the cocktail is about
12%, essentially pT independent. This uncertainty is domi-
nated by the systematic error of the pion parameterization
(
10%). Other systematic uncertainties, mainly the =0
normalization and, at high pT , the contribution from direct
radiation, are much smaller.
Given the small amount of material within the accep-
tance (Be beam pipe: 0.29% X0; air: 0.28% X0) the ratio
RNP of nonphotonic electrons from heavy-flavor decays to
background from photonic sources is large (RNP > 1 for
pT > 1:5 GeV=c) as shown in Fig. 2. Two complementary
analysis methods confirm the cocktail result:
The converter technique [7] compares electron spectra
measured with an additional photon converter XC 
1:67%X0 introduced into the acceptance to measurements
without converter. The converter increases the contribution
from conversions and Dalitz decays by a fixed factor,
which was determined precisely via GEANT simulations.
Thus, the electron spectra from photonic and nonphotonic
sources can be deduced (Fig. 2). The drawbacks of the
converter method are the limitation in statistics of the
converter run period and the fact that the photonic contri-
bution is small at high pT .
The e coincidence technique evaluates the correlation
of electrons and photons via their invariant mass. Electrons
from 0 Dalitz decays or the conversion of one of the
photons from 0 !  decays are correlated with a pho-
ton, in contrast to electrons from semileptonic heavy-flavor
decays. Comparing the measured e coincidence rate with
the simulated rate for single 0 events allows RNP to be
deduced as shown in Fig. 2, once corrections for contribu-
tions from other photonic sources are applied.
After subtracting the background cocktail from the in-
clusive electron spectrum the invariant differential cross
section of electrons from heavy-flavor decays is shown in
Fig. 3 compared with two theoretical predictions. A lead-
ing order (LO) PYTHIA calculation, tuned to existing charm
and bottom hadroproduction measurements [24,25], is in
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Inclusive electron invariant differ-
ential cross section, measured in p p collisions at sp 
200 GeV, compared with all contributions from electron sources
included in the background cocktail. Error bars (boxes) corre-
spond to statistical (systematic) uncertainties. (b) Relative con-
tributions of all electron sources to the background cocktail.
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reasonable agreement with the data for pT < 1:5 GeV=c,
but underestimates the cross section at higher pT . It is
important to note that this calculation includes a scale
factor K  3:5 to accommodate neglected NLO contribu-
tions. A Fixed-Order plus Next-to-Leading-Log (FONLL)
pQCD calculation [26] still leaves room for further con-
tributions beyond the included NLO processes. The pre-
dicted contribution from bottom decays is irrelevant for the
electron cross section at pT < 3 GeV=c and becomes sig-
nificant only for pT > 4 GeV=c.
The charm production cross section was derived from
the integrated electron cross section for pT > pT;low 
0:60:8 GeV=c (dpT;lowe =dy  4:782:15  0:780:46	
stat  1:740:68syst 	 103 mb). Since in the low pT
region, which dominates the total cross section, PYTHIA
describes the measured spectrum reasonably well, the to-
tal charm cross section was determined by extrapolating
the properly scaled PYTHIA spectrum to pT  0 GeV=c.
First the PYTHIA spectra for electrons from charm and
bottom decays were fitted to the data for pT >
0:6 GeV=c, with only the normalizations as free parame-
ters. The resulting central rapidity charm production
cross section was determined to be dc c=dy0:20
0:03stat0:11systmb, where the systematic error is
dominated by the uncertainty of the electron spectrum
itself (
56%), evaluated by refitting PYTHIA to the data
at the minimum and maximum of the 1 systematic error
band. Additional uncertainties from the relative ratios of
different charmed hadron species and their branching ra-
tios into electrons (
9%) and the variation of the PYTHIA
spectral shape (
11%) [7] were added in quadrature. The
rapidity integrated cross section was determined to be
c c  0:92 0:15stat  0:54syst mb, where various
parton distribution functions [GRV98LO and MRST(cg) [27]
in addition to the default CTEQ5L [25] ] were used for the
extrapolation, with an associated extra systematic error
of 
6% [7] added in quadrature.
Within errors the integrated charm cross section is com-
patible with data from Au Au collisions [7] (minimum
bias value: 0:622 0:057 0:160 mb per NN collision)
and from d Au collisions [4] (1:3 0:2 0:4 mb) at the
same

sNN
p  200 GeV. The FONLL cross section is
smaller (FONLLc c  0:2560:4000:146 mb) but it is still compatible
with the data. Our measurement does not allow a bottom
cross section to be deduced, which is predicted by FONLL to
be FONLL
b b
 1:870:990:67 b.
In conclusion, we have measured single electrons from
heavy-flavor decays in p p collisions at sp  200 GeV.
These data provide a crucial benchmark for pQCD heavy
quark calculations. We observe that above pT 
 2 GeV=c
the electron spectrum is significantly harder than predicted
by a LO PYTHIA charm and bottom calculation. Contribu-
tions to the charm production cross section in excess of the
considered FONLL calculation, e.g., from jet fragmentation,
cannot be excluded. Similar excess at high pT was ob-
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Invariant differential cross section of
electrons from heavy-flavor decays compared with PYTHIA LO
(with K  3:5) and FONLL pQCD calculations. Error bars
(brackets) show statistical (systematic) uncertainties. For the
FONLL calculation contributions from charm, bottom and bottom
cascade decays are shown separately. (b) Ratio of data and
FONLL calculations with experimental statistical (error bars)
and systematic (brackets) uncertainties as well as the theoretical
uncertainty (shaded band). The solid line corresponds to the ratio
of PYTHIA and FONLL.
FIG. 2 (color online). Ratio of electrons from heavy-flavor
decays (nonphotonic) and other sources (photonic), RNP, for
three independent analysis methods. Error bars (boxes) are
statistical (cocktail systematic) uncertainties.
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served by Fermilab experiments (CDF and D0) at sp 
1:96 TeV [3]. The new data reported here provide an
important baseline for the study of possible medium modi-
fication of heavy quark production at RHIC.
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